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New York Cookbook 1992-01-01
more than five hundred recipes celebrate the passion for food
with new york specialities ranging from codfish puffs to
braised lamb shanks to kreplach

The Business Woman's Cookbook 1970
cakes have become an icon of american cultureand a window to
understanding ourselves be they vanilla lemon ginger
chocolate cinnamon boozy bundt layered marbled even
checkerboard they are etched in our psyche cakes relate to
our lives heritage and hometowns and as we look at the
evolution of cakes in america we see the evolution of our
history cakes changed with waves of immigrants landing on
ourshores with the availability and scarcity of ingredients
with cultural trends and with political developments in her
new book american cake anne byrn creator of the new york
times bestselling series the cake mix doctor will explore
this delicious evolution and teach us cake making techniques
from across the centuries all modernized for today s home
cooks anne wonders and answers for us why devil s food cake
is not red in color how the southern delicacy known as
japanese fruit cake could be so named when there appears to
be nothing japanese about the recipe and how depression era
cooks managed to bake cakes without eggs milk and butter who
invented the flourless chocolate cake the st louis gooey
butter cake the tunnel of fudge cake were these now legendary
recipes mishaps thanks to a lapse of memory frugality or
being too lazy to run to the store for more flour join anne
for this delicious coast to coast journey and savor our
nation s history of cake baking from the dark moist
gingerbread and blueberry cakes of new england and the
elegant english style pound cake of virginia to the hard
scrabble apple stack cake home to appalachia and the slow
drawl deep south lady baltimore cake you will learn the
stories behind your favorite cakes and how to bake them

The Delicatessen Cookbook 1973
this tour of classic and curious cakes from all fifty states
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is a sweet home baked slice of americana publishers weekly in
order to form a more perfect union of flour eggs butter and
sugar cakelove author warren brown offers his unique take on
dessert recipes from all fifty states plus puerto rico and
washington dc starting his tour with the classic baked alaska
brown explores america s rich culinary history while updating
regional treats like louisiana king cake south carolina s
lady baltimore cake and florida s key lime pie there are
official state desserts like maryland s smith island cake and
massachusetts boston cream pie as well as unofficial
favorites like new york style cheesecake and st louis gooey
butter cake brown also includes more adventurous confections
like michigan s chocolate sauerkraut cake and brand new
treats he s created in honor of specific states such as his
california inspired avocado cupcakes with mouth watering
photos informative sidebars and an entire section devoted to
the magic of buttercream frosting united cakes of america
should take that coveted guest of honor space on your baking
shelf l a weekly

A Dash... A Pinch... A Smidgen... More
Than a Cookbook 2003
when laura silver s favorite knish shop went out of business
the native new yorker sank into mourning but then she sprang
into action she embarked on a round the world quest for the
origins and modern day manifestations of the knish the iconic
potato pie leads the author from mrs stahl s bakery in
brighton beach brooklyn to an italian pasta maker in new
jerseyÑand on to a hunt across three continents for the
pastry that shaped her identity starting in new york she
tracks down heirs to several knish dynasties and discovers
that her own family has roots in a polish town named knyszyn
with good humor and a hunger for history silver mines knish
lore for stories of entrepreneurship survival and major
deliciousness along the way she meets minnesota seniors who
make knishes for weekly fundraisers foodies determined to
revive the legacy of mrs stahl and even the legendary knish
maker s granddaughters who share their joie de vivreÑand
their family recipe knish connections to eleanor roosevelt
and rap music die hard investigator silver unearths those and
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other intriguing anecdotes involving the starchy snack once
so common along manhattan s long lost knish alley in a series
of funny moving and touching episodes silver takes us on a
knish eye tour of worlds past and present thus laying the
foundation for a global knish renaissance

American Cake 2016-09-06
considering accounts written by northwest coast marine
tourists between 1861 and 1990 nancy pagh examines the ways
that gender influences the roles women play at sea the spaces
they occupy on boats and the language they use to describe
their experiences their natural surroundings and their
contact with native peoples unique features of this book
include its interdisciplinary nature and its combination of
scholarly information and a style that general readers will
appreciate the text is engaging but also serves to make fresh
and relevant links between scholarship in diverse areas of
inquiry for example western canadian and american history
feminist geography post colonial theory and women and
environments

Quick Cook Book 1973
pelham complete is a novel by edward bulwer lytton a story
about english nobles with their courtships political
intrigues lovers duels and resolutions a fascinating read

United Cakes of America 2014-10-31
not so long ago parsley was the only fresh herb available to
most american cooks today bunches of fresh oregano and
rosemary can be found in nearly every supermarket basil and
mint grow abundantly in backyards from coast to coast and
garden centers offer pots of edible geraniums and lemon thyme
but once these herbs reach the kitchen the inevitable
question arises now what do i do with them here at last is
the first truly comprehensive cookbook to cover all aspects
of growing handling and cooking with fresh herbs jerry
traunfeld grew up cooking and gardening in maryland but it
wasn t until the 1980s after he had graduated from the
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california culinary academy and was working at jeremiah tower
s stars restaurant in san francisco that he began testing the
amazing potential of herb cuisine for the past decade jerry
traunfeld has been chef at the herbfarm an enchanted
restaurant surrounded by kitchen gardens and tucked into the
rainy foothills of the cascade mountains east of seattle his
brilliant nine course herb inspired menus have made
reservations at the herbfarm among the most coveted in the
country eager to reveal his magic to home cooks jerry
traunfeld shares 200 of his best recipes in the herbfarm
cookbook written with passion humor and a caring for detail
that makes this book quite special the herbfarm cookbook
explains everything from how to recognize the herbs in your
supermarket to how to infuse a jar of honey with the flavor
of fresh lavender recipes include a full range of dishes from
soups salads eggs pasta and risotto vegetables poultry fish
meats breads and desserts to sauces ice creams sorbets
chutneys vinegars and candied flowers on the familiar side
are recipes for bay laurel roasted chicken and roasted
asparagus salad with fried sage explained with the type of
detail that insures the chicken will be moist and suffused
with the flavor of bay and the asparagus complemented with
the delicate crunch of sage on the novel side you will find
such unusual dishes as oysters on the half shell with lemon
varbana ice and rhubarb and angelica pie a treasure trove of
information the herbfarm cookbook contains a glossary of 27
of the most common culinary herbs and edible flowers a
definitive guide to growing herbs in a garden a city lot or
on a windowsill a listing of the usda has hardiness zones how
to harvest clean and store fresh herbs a growing requirements
chart including each herb s life cycle height pruning and
growing needs and number of plants to grow for an average
kitchen and a cooking with fresh herbs chart with parts of
the herb used flavor characteristics amount of chopped herb
for six servings and best herbal partners the herbfarm
cookbook is the most complete inspired and useful book about
cooking with herbs ever written 8 pages of finished dishes in
full color 16 full page botanical watercolors in full color
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Knish 2014-05-06
photographer and author roger phillips has compiled a wide
ranging delectable guide to finding and cooking wild foods
unlike other books that focus on foraging phillips gives
detailed recipes and preparation instructions that are
critical to cooking and enjoying wild foods phillips provides
an appetizing and attractive selection of recipes using the
many plants mushrooms and seaweeds that are edible photos
help bring these possibilities to life recipes range from
syrups and teas to main courses as we are beginning to
rediscover the deep nutritional value of wild foods the
missing ingredient until now has been a reliable guide to
deploying these healthy natural ingredients in the kitchen
the wild food cookbook will admirably fill that niche

Canada's Wine Country Cookbook 1993
filled with delightful homespun kitchen wisdom and a wealth
of easy and elegant recipes my mother s cookbook offers step
by step instructions for the preparation of unique appetizers
deep dish dinners savory soups desserts to die for and more
the book is a joy jeff smith the frugal gourmet

At Home Afloat 2001
italian american dishes are what we crave and what we make
what we order and what we wax rhapsodic about the last
century has seen hundreds of inspired new dishes take their
place at the table alongside traditional preparations
resulting in a cuisine that is as current as it is classic at
last here is the place to look for the tastiest and most
definitive renderings of shrimp fra diavolo steak florentine
pasta alla primavera linguine with clam sauce spinach with
pignol is tiramisu and all the other treasures of the italian
american table in these pages america s premier restaurant
critic john mariani and his wizard in the kitchen wife galina
mariani update and perfect all the classics in lighter less
creamy and cheesy versions made with the freshest of
ingredients the marian is make a convincing case that italian
american cooking far from being a watered down version of
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italian cookery is a full fledged cuisine in its own right in
fact as they show in a fascinating introduction many elements
of italian cuisine in italy today are actually imports from
the italian american repertoire in 250 recipes they reveal
not only how glorious that repertoire is but also how its
basic elements may be used in innovative new ways in a
risotto with apples and saffron for example or a pork roast
with fennel this is a feast of food from antipasti and soups
through pastas and pizzas all the way to dessert and also of
history and folklore in the dozens of sidebars and archival
photographs that bring to life the family restaurants and
home kitchens where these magnificent ethnic dishes are
prepared and enjoyed

Pelham — Complete 2019-11-22
the malibu cookbook is not only a cookbook but a colorful
memoir filled with angels and many magical moments from the
streets of the bronx new york to the beaches of malibu
california the godmother takes you a delightful rollercoaster
ride with warm and wonderful stories about people and food
stories that say over and over again life is a banquet and
most poor sob s are starving to death for the first time in
27 years the godmother reveals her famous recipes some of
which originated in dreams and family cupboards and have made
the godmother of malibu a legend quote from mame the musical
book by jerome lawrence robert e lee based upon the novel
auntie mame by patrick dennis

The Herbfarm Cookbook 2013-10-16
recipes notes and photos from the show sumptuously presented
in spectacular fashion even the blessed lady mary would
approve of chowhound food historian and show consultant annie
gray gives a rich and fascinating insight into the background
of the dishes that were popular between 1912 and 1926 when
downton abbey is set a period of tremendous change and
conflict as well as culinary development with a foreword by
executive producer and co creator gareth neame and featuring
over one hundred stunning color photographs the official
downton abbey cookbook also includes a special section on
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hosting downton themed dinner parties and presents stills
from the tv series and film notes on the etiquette and
customs of the times quotes from the characters and
descriptions of the scenes in which the foods appear provide
vivid context for the dishes the recipes are grouped by
occasion which include breakfast luncheons and suppers
afternoon tea and garden parties picnics shoots and race
meets festivities upstairs dinner downstairs dinner
downstairs supper and tea and the still room whether adapted
from original recipes of the period replicated as seen or
alluded to on screen or typical of the time all the recipes
reflect the influences found on the downton abbey tables a
truly useful work of culinary history publishers weekly will
let you live your best dowager countess life food wine

The Wild Food Cookbook 2014-07-28
a world list of books in the english language

My Mother's Cookbook 1991-10
a cumulative list of works represented by library of congress
printed cards

The Italian-American Cookbook 2010-06-21
vols for 1871 76 1913 14 include an extra number the
christmas bookseller separately paged and not included in the
consecutive numbering of the regular series

The Malibu Cookbook 2007-11
the food columnist for the new york times magazine spent five
years writing this insalata of favorite recipes restaurant
and shopping recommendations and food lore from pelham bay to
park avenue

The Official Downton Abbey Cookbook
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2019-09-17
a world list of books in the english language
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